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Introduction
Corridor Goals:
1.Increase water permeability/ Decrease Runoff
2. Promote the use of non-standard methods of transportation.
3. Connect other nodes to our segment.

Site Goals:
1. Increase the usage of solar power
2.Decrease runoff/ Increase water permeability
3. Create a unique atmosphere to assist in bringing the community together.

Site Analysis – 8th Street, Northern-most
Section

Study 1: California
A recent study that takes place throughout the state of California using three different test sites in
southern, central, and northern California look at the ability of bioswales to reduce suspended
sediments, metals, and hydrocarbons in the receiving systems. Results of the study showed
consistent reductions of contaminants at all three sites during all three storms assessed. In
addition, storm water toxicity was detected for each storm, even though toxicity varied by species it
was not detected in fish larvae. The study concluded that bioswales are effective in reducing water
toxicity, suspended sediments, metals, and hydrocarbons.

Study 2: Portland, Orgeon
• A recent study conducted in Portland, Oregon assessed the viability of protected bike lanes. A
strategy that has been popularized throughout Northern European countries. Protected bike
lanes can take several forms. They can be as simple as placing posts at different intervals or can
have a green buffer, such as a bioswale separating them from drivers. The study utilized in person
surveys after assessing the feasibility of both in person and online surveys. They decided that
picture and sound quality of clips were more important than receiving a wider pool of data. The
study found that 90% of respondents desired to utilize their bikes more of those that disagreed
only 3% of the population do not ride their bikes often and do not wish to ride more often. They
then assessed the perceived comfortability of bicyclists along various types of bike paths. The
study found that off-street shared use paths and one-way protected bike lanes yielded a higher
comfortability and were utilized more often than other types of bike lanes.

Study 3: Massachusetts Institute of Technology
• In another study performed by MIT it determined the 5 principles of wayfinding and what will
assist someone possibly unfamiliar with a community in navigating their foreign environment. The
five criteria assessed being successful recovery of location and orientation, the navigability of the
pathway, how well the navigator can accumulate wayfinding experience in the given space,
wayfinding ability, and wayfinding imageability. They concluded that it is necessary to create an
identity at each location different from others, use landmarks to provide orientation, create wellstructured paths, create regions of differing visual character, and not to give the user too many
options. They decided that one feasible way of doing this is to utilize wayfinding signs along
roadways and trails. They depict popular sites and give a straight forward path to follow. Helping
people stay oriented and moving toward their destination.

Proposed Land use

Herschleb's Site SketchUp Designs

The above image depicts our idea for the former Herschleb's Ice Cream
Shop. This model was created using SketchUp. Our goals for the site are to
increase the usage of renewable energies, decrease the heat island effect of
the site, and decrease runoff from the site. We plan to accomplish this by
placing solar photovoltaics on the roof of the building, puttting in
permeable pavement, allowing rain to better percolate into the ground, and
putting bioswales in and around the parking lot to filter water and decrease
runoff.

The above image is our idea for the interior of the former Herschleb's Ice
Cream Shop. This model was created using SketchUp. Our goals for the
shop are to provide a location to purchase locally-grown produce year
round, to have a shop that helps bring the community together, and to
reduce the carbon footprint of the site. We will do this by partnering with
local growers to sell their produce at a location central to residential
development, the shop will utilize as much solar energy as possible, and
the shop will be run by locals to unite the community and create a
community hub.

Herschleb's Ice Cream Site - Exterior
• Introduce rain gardens/ bioswales, permeable parking, solar panels
on roof
• 1.24 acres

Immanuel Lutheran Church
• Introduce Rain gardens/ bioswales, green roofs, and permeable surface
• 1.25 acres
Immanuel Church Parking Lot

The above image depicts a hypothetical look of our plan for the Immanuel
Lutheran Church parking lot. This model was created using Sketchup. Our
greatest desires for the lot are to decrease its “heat island” effect, decrease
the amount of runoff and make the sidewalks safer. We plan to do this by
implementing bioswales in and surrounding the lot, reducing the amount of
parking, and adding green space between the sidewalks and roads.

Current Conditions
• The church site will be mostly utilized as a community center, providing
recreation and open space for community members, especially those
visiting 8th street. This would be a great area for connecting 8th street to
other nodes or community centers, such as downtown or other parks
nearby. This site would also serve as a great learning tool for green
infrastructure. This location would be great for all ages of community
members to come together.
• The Herschleb’s site is currently a grey field. We think it would be a
fantastic spot for community gardens, as well as a space for a farmer’s
market. A new/additional site for the farmer’s market could be very
valuable to the community, socially and economically. It could also spark
an environmental/sustainability interest in some community members.
This site could also act as one of many hubs for sustainable activities,
such as a parking area for the bikeshare program. After all, the 8th street
project is just the start of revitalizing Wisconsin Rapids. The more
community members involved in these smaller community centers, the
better.

Conclusion
The proposal set forth by our group was designed to be a purely
hypothetical scenario designed to gather feedback from Wisconsin
Rapids residents. These ideas act as a bar to be met and surpassed. It is
our desire that these ideas will get green development started along
our segment of study and throughout Wisconsin Rapids. If our ideas
were to be implemented, they would help create a sense of community
by bringing residents together through bettering the community, this
plan would increase green space along the corridor, and this plan
would reduce runoff.

